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Fabric Requirements

We all know every quilt has a story and this one is no different. This past week, we have 
had two full days with no power. The first day was with a cyclone and the second one was 
planned and we have 24 hours warning, this one to replace the damaged power poles 
from the first one. Fortunately, grid paper doesn’t require power, nor does my laptop (as 
long as it is fully charged) so I could still play with some designs.

This has some disconnected fun blocks that just complete the fun and interesting nature of 
this beauty. I created it five fabrics: black, white, grey, with maroon and pale pink. I tried to 
stay as monochrome as possible, but still having colour…. Gotta have colour!! I will be 
using a dark background, yours can be whatever you want. You may want to go all out on 
your colour and that’s perfect as well!! It will be stunning no matter what you decide on. We 
need a background, medium, light, and then two contrasting colours that play well, but not 
too well, if that makes sense.

I am offering the same design in three sizes, 10” blocks, 12” blocks, and 15” blocks. These 
will easily be lap, queen, and king. I am sure you could add a row in there and easily make 
it a rectangle. It is currently designed on square, which I do often as I have a king size bed 
and it is almost a square.

Here’s what we need:

*Includes your binding requirements, 
cut at 2-1/2”.

Here are my choices.

Special tools:
None required, but you could use a 
half and quarter square ruler if you 
wish for flying geese and HSTs.

10” blocks
70” square

12” blocks
84” square

15” blocks
105” square

BACKGROUND 3-1/4 yards 3-1/2 yards 5-3/4 yards

MEDIUM 1/4 yard 1/2 yard 3/4 yard

LIGHT 3/4 yard 1-1/4 yards 1-1/2 yards

CONTRAST - DARK 2-1/2 yards* 2-3/4 yards* 4 yards*

CONTRAST - MEDIUM 1/2 yard 1/2 yard 3/4 yard
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